
Village of Bronxville Downtown Outdoor Dining
Public Survey Results: 2.13-2.17 (482 responses)

No. Question Response Summary

1

Are you a resident of the Village of Bronxville? Yes, I am a resident: 80.7%

I neither live nor work in the
Village, but visit sometimes: 15.1%

No, but I work in the Village: 4.1%

2

How often do you/have you participated in
outdoor dining in Downtown Bronxville?

Once/month: 37.8%

Rarely: 25.3%

Once/week: 20.1%

More than once/week: 10.6%

Never: 6.2%

3

Where have you eaten outdoors in Downtown
Bronxville?

Underhill’s Crossing (327/482)

Pete’s (168/482)

La Casa (137/482)

4

What three elements of an outdoor dining
facility most influence your decision to eat at that
restaurant?

Climate Comfort (387/482)

Ambiance (315/482)

Cleanliness (270/482)



5

Do you prefer on-street or sidewalk dining, and
why?

On-Street: 158/482
- More room
- Expands dining capacity
- Less obstruction from

passersby

No Preference/Both: 119/482

Other/Depends: 93/482

Sidewalk: 81/482
- Don’t like eating close to

cars
- Want parking spaces back
- Neater, cleaner

Neither: 31/482

6

Do you prefer seasonal or year-round outdoor
dining, and why?

Seasonal: 215/482

Year-Round: 202/482

Neither: 30/482

No Preference/Both: 22/482

Depends/Other: 13/482

7
Is there anything about the outdoor dining
experience you’d change or improve?

*similar to responses to #9

8

Are you in support of outdoor dining continuing
in the Village?

Yes: 64.4%

Yes, with modifications: 22.8%

No: 12.8%



9

Elaborate on your response to #8. Patterns among those who
responded “Yes, with
modifications”, in order of most
frequent:

● Aesthetics:
○ Want a less

obtrusive, more
charming option than
the current tents, but
need climate comfort

○ Want to maintain
adequate protection,
but don’t like the
concrete blocks

○ Aesthetics need to
be streamlined,
consistent, and
well-maintained

● Parking:
○ Concerned with

parking spots being
taken up

● Seasonal:
○ Prefer seasonal

outdoor dining only
● Sidewalk:

○ Prefer sidewalk
dining only


